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Introduction 
Literature, oral or written, has man in society as its subject matter. It seeks to capture through 

the word, the socio-economic and political life a people through various forms of artistic 
compositions. On the other hand science with its insistence on facts based on empiricism has no 
sympathy for an artistic creation that depend on aesthetics to achieve its purpose. By aesthetics here 
we mean the relationship between an artistic work as it relates to the expression of poetic truth and its 
influence on the consumer. 

Given this scenario, oral literature becomes indeed an endangered species in the hands of the 
world of science which happens to rule the contemporary world. It is our purpose to draw attention to the 
inevitability of oral literature in the scheme of things at it remains the initial eyes with which reality is 
perceived. 

The folktale, proverb and myth will form the backdrop on which our argument will be 
advanced. Their usefulness is ensuring the stability of society even on the scientific scene will be 
highlighted for it is only when the operations of a system are socially and psychologically stable (a 
service which oral literature easily provides) will they be able to impact positively on their 
environment. 

Let us quickly respond to a possible reaction of some as to how oral literary items often times 
grounded in the past can influence life in the present. We wish to point out here that focusing 
attention in these items is not in any way an attempt to dwell in the past or to escape from concrete 
reality but simply a way of exposing the continued appropriateness of specific seed ideas that fit all 
times. 

The Folktale 
The vital role which the folktale plays in the process of socialization in society has been 

recognized by critics like Brano Bethleme (1977) who provides insights into the pedagogical value of 
fairy tales. It is usual at the end of tales to ask "what lesson have you learnt from this tale11 and 
answers would rain from as many angles as there are perceptions of listeners. In primary oral culture the 
folktale constitutes a major, early source for the liberation of the imagination built largely on fantasy 
which fulfils therapeutic, emotional, cathartic and didactic functions. This literary art form provides a 
passageway through which society confirms its strengths and growth strategies, while inducting new 
generations to its life flow (Opuku-Agyeniang, 1998). 

The folktale performance in a session creates a congenial environment for communal and stress free 
feeling among a benefiting group. The tale arena is in fact a social leveler in the sense that during the 
story time barriers that would separate the sexes, classes and age groups in other social contexts are 
broken. In such circumstances a homogeneous group is made out of children, men and women, the rich, 
the poor etc as they gather to share in this ancient oral literary art form. How wonderful a gathering 
such as above will be in the industrialized modern world that is peopled with automated and highly 
opinionate individuals who feel that they are better off in their shells. The more reduced socially 
congenial opportunities arise between man and man, as is the case with highly industrialized 
societies, the more such societies are prone to the existence of more areas of conflict with its 
concomitant negative impact on the stability of society. 

Discussing the folktale and its usefulness will not be complete without having a look at how it 
realized. It is not an overstretched assumption to say that the mode of realizing a folktale is as 
important as the tale itself. A bad performer of a tale will invariably end up with a story that leaves no 
impact at all on the listeners. In discussing the importance of performance in oral literature, Egudu and 
Nwogu (1971) recognize that "not only does one get a more meaningful understanding of the verses 



by a knowledge of their cultural and ceremonial context, a more imaginative reality derives from 
seeing and hearing the performers". The story teller is expected to conform to the familiar contour of 
a typical tale and earn the approval of his audience in accordance with the tenets of some shared aesthetic 
criteria for good narration. These include being in control of his audience's attention through adept and 
liquid use of language, the observance of the logical sequence of events even as suspense and humour are 
managed in the unending story line. When interjections such as "I was a witness to this event" come 
from a member of an audience or "you need to have been there" or still ' "my people you must listen 
carefully to what the tortoise is about to say" etc come from the narrator, they served to obscure the 
passage of time thereby succeeding in transferring the 'once upon a time' to the present. Through this 
way the past and the present converge thus drawing from a distant past and making approximation of 
the realities of the present time. A number of folktales abound in the repertoire illustrating morals like 
honesty and the evil of the opposite, the dividends of hardwork, the  evils of gluttony etc. each 
depicting its relevance in the business of everyday living. The lesson to be learnt therefrom are far 
removed from encouraging people to live their lives as tricksters but rather as hardworking and honest 
citizens, a much needed attribute in our time. Also important are tales that teach the negative 
consequences of maltreating the less privileged. All such tales will always end with the timely 
vindication or release of such characters mainly depicted as orphans, the unloved wife, the poor etc. The 
tale where an orphan is billed to taste the poisoned plate of food in the face of other children who have 
other choices, and it falls on the child of the master planner to choose the poisoned food is a popular one. 
Granted the details of the tale will differ but the moral remains the same which is that it is wrong to 
mal-treat the disadvantaged members of society. The moral from all such tales are expected to act as 
signpost for the good conduct for all members of society. 

The Proverb " 
The proverb a short repealed witty statement of experience which is used to further the 

wisdom attached to a particular reality transcends Achebe's attribute to the proverb "as the palm oil 
with which words are eaten". It is indeed a collection of the wisdom of the people. To be versed in the 
world of proverbs is to be completely armed with the ingredients of everyday living: some Igbo 
proverbs is handy at this point and it is 

1.   Aka nri kwoo aka ekpe, aka ekpe akwoo aka nri 
(The right hand washes the left hand and the left hand washes the right hand). 

Pioverb No. 1 is preaching nothing other than the importance of the complementarity of human 
existence as nobody can really be nor is it advisable for one to be an island unto himself. This message 
of wisdom negates in its entirety the mode of life the modern world of science supports with its 
extreme dependence on individuality made possible by the buttons. The point being made here is that 
there is limit to which the buttons can be relied upon when it comes to the veracity embodied in age 
long and tried out wisdom of the people on which generations have survived. The proverb 
happens to cover all aspects of life and can always be invoked according to need. The 
indispdisability and recourse to the proverb by the otherwise modern world is clearly appreciated in 
the words of Wole Soyinka in The Interpreters accords Chief Winsala the corrupt board member as 
the latter tried to come to terms with his moment of discomfiture. His attempt to grasp reality was 
presented in the form of proverb clusters thus: 

... it is no matter for rejoicing when a child sees his father naked,.,.. The 
wise eunuch keeps from women: the hungry clerk dons coat over his narrow 
belt and who will say his belly is flat? But when elegongun is unmasked in 
the market, can he then ask. egbe to snatch him into the safety of Igbale? 
Won't they tell him the grove is meant only for keepers of mystery ... when 
Bale borrows a horse-tail he sends a menial, so when he comes back 
empty-handed he can say, I send you?... 

In the above set of proverbs, the underlined by all considerations cannot be said to belong to the 
dim past as most oral artifacts are wont to be considered. It goes to confirm as earlier claim in this paper 
that oral literature is indeed dynamic and is still relevant to contemporary life. Obiechma (1975) sees 



proverbs as a linguistic symptom, a means toward some self-knowledge, a recourse to traditional 
authenticity, a back drop for the interpretation of reality in moments of serious difficulty -when science 
seems to fail us. 

Myths 
The importance of myths and mythical thinking in both traditional and modern societies is  

such that it cannot easily be overlooked the unconsidered position of relegating it to traditional society 
notwithstanding.  This school would rather see myths as purely belonging to the past with ritualistic 
magical connotations that the above stand does not go down well with scholars is recorded with in  
1 Lauter's argument that: 

Even after a century of studying myths, we do not know much about the 
processes whereby they are formed and altered. Scholars now generally 
concede that mythic thinking is a continuous process and not a stage that 
human beings passed through thousands of years age... 

The fact is that contemporary society whether it realizes it or not is still largely propelled by 
myths and they range from aesthetic dimensions of myth to its scientific dimension. Hardly do we 
realize that may modern firms have their roots in themes and heroic archetypes of ancient 
civilizations. There are easy correlations between the now popular superman, Tarzan motifs and 
Hercules and Gilgamesh archetypes. What about the common scene in science fiction in which men 
and women are threatened by extermination by alien beings but are saved at the nick of time by 
supernatural intervention as a means to a more equitable society? 

For the purpose of clarity let us consider the iriipact myths could have on people. A very common 
gender based myth among the Nupes of Nigeria is that all Nupe women are witches. This is used to 
zero in on their enviable level of resourcefulness and dynamism as these women are known for their 
industry and remarkable success in their trends in roasted peanuts, smoked fish, pop corn etc. This 
myth appears to be the mother of a majority of myths about women which usually project them as a 
disadvantaged species of creation. Some of these myths have been at the base of the negative attitudes 
that women suffer in some quarters. The dynamism of myths and in fact other items of oral literature is 
germane here in the advancement of this paper. The issue of myth recreation becomes not only 
necessary but urgent. By capturing the positive angles of recreated modern myths backed by an 
informed change of attitude in relation to the women issue, myths will be responsible for the 
propagation of a new society. Women have been known to be effective myth makers (Lauter, 1984) 
and they should deploy gender myths by reconstructing new myths to recreate women's social 
attributes and image (Kolawole, 1997). 

Female writers are already at the forefront of this suggestion. The later woks of Flora Nvvapa 
and Ama Ata Aido are forerunners and have been followed up by others like Zynab Alkali, Tess 
Onwueme, Ellen Kuzwayo and Miriam Tiali. These show positive and dynamic gender depictions 
especially in the biographical works. There is need to focus more on women as active moulders and 
not negative passive watchers of society. Records abound on women's dynamic involvement in 
issues against subjugation and oppression. The historic mobilization of women in pre-colonial times 
now have more recent equivalents in our time as women have been known to influence government 
decision and in some cases to cause government to review some of its decisions which the women 
find unacceptable. The Owerri Local Government example is a case in point where women by 
passive resistance were able to dethrone an already appointed political appointee. 

By the same token negative myths about men as oppressive beings can be played down upon 
;,in preference to new and more positive myths that favour a more progressive mode of reasoning and 
acting. By reason of modernity in governance and other aspects of life, the question of gender is not a 
basis for active participation of otherwise in any arm of the society. 

All told, emphasis on modem and positive myths will make for a society of human beings 
who are better suited for partaking in the world of science without losing sight of issues that are 
fundamental to the building of the fabrics of society. 

 



Conclusion 
Myths are creations of man not essential aspects of nature (Illesanmi, 1998). They are created 

to explain not only the natural order or reality but also the cultural practices of man in order to 
legitimatize it. In the words of Kolawole, "myths recommend, prescribed or validate the society's 
norms, values, code of conduct, social roles, gender socialization and a society's sense of identity and 
collective acceptance. She goes on to assert that they are ... protean, ubiquitous and timeless as new 
myths modem archetypes emerge in correlation with and in spite of social change technology and 
development". If these assertions are true then revisiting and recreating myths remain a continuous 
process which neither time nor level of technological advancement should obscure. 

By the same token, the folktale and proverb serve their own timeless purposes in remaining 
the wisdom bag of the generations. Conscious effort should be made to project the good that are 
hidden in oral items. Science has already come in a way as some radio stations now have specific air 
time for programmes that deal with aspects of oral literature. 
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